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This Army and Marine Corps multiservice publication serves as doctrinal
reference for the employment of mortar squads, sections, and platoons. It
contains guidance on tactics and techniques that mortar units use to execute
their part of combat operations described in battalion-, squadron-, troop-, and
company-level manuals. This publication also contains guidance on how a mortar
unit's fires and displacement are best planned and employed to sustain a
commander's intent for fire support. The target audience of this publication
includes mortar squad, section, and platoon leaders, company and battalion
commanders, battalion staff officers, and all others responsible for controlling and
coordinating fire support during combined arms operations. Training developers
also use this manual as a source document for combat critical tasks. Combat
developers use this manual when refining and revising operational concepts for
Infantry and reconnaissance mortar organizations. This publication serves as the
primary reference for both resident and nonresident mortar tactical employment
instruction.
Among the greatest developments in conventional war since 1914 has been the
rise of air/land power – the interaction between air forces and armies in military
operations. This book examines the forging of an air support system that was
used with success for the remainder of the war, the principles of which have
applied ever since.
For decades, the public company has played a dominant role in the American
economy. Since the middle of the 20th century, the nature of the public company
has changed considerably. The transformation has been a fascinating one,
marked by scandals, political controversy, wide swings in investor and public
sentiment, mismanagement, entrepreneurial verve, noisy corporate "raiders" and
various other larger-than-life personalities. Nevertheless, amidst a voluminous
literature on corporations, a systematic historical analysis of the changes that
have occurred is lacking. The Public Company Transformed correspondingly
analyzes how the public company has been recast from the mid-20th century
through to the present day, with particular emphasis on senior corporate
executives and the constraints affecting the choices available to them. The
chronological point of departure is the managerial capitalism era, which prevailed
in large American corporations following World War II. The book explores
managerial capitalism's rise, its 1950s and 1960s heyday, and its fall in the
1970s and 1980s. It describes the American public companies and executives
that enjoyed prosperity during the 1990s, and the reversal of fortunes in the
2000s precipitated by corporate scandals and the financial crisis of 2008. The
book also considers the regulation of public companies in detail, and discusses
developments in shareholder activism, company boards, chief executives, and
concerns about oligopoly. The volume concludes by offering conjectures on the
future of the public corporation, and suggests that predictions of the demise of
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the public company have been exaggerated.
MITE (Book One) is the first of this gripping, thought provoking, Young Adult
story of how a seemingly positive, beneficial breakthrough in medical technology
with many wonderful applications can be corrupted for unscrupulous use by
powerful companies and their corporate leaders and top scientists. MITE is a
cautionary tale loaded with drama, corporate conspiracy, exciting adventures and
a little teenage romance, Readers of author M.S. Antonucci's novel will be drawn
to the charismatic characters and their thrilling conflict. The very real possibilities
of MITE's fantasy technology and this absorbing story of its ominous effects on
its innocent subjects will inspire readers of all ages to ask, "What if?" A father
walking towards the lifeless body of his daughter, Kailey, a fate brought on by his
own doing. He never thought that by enrolling her in a program meant for
protection it would become her biggest source of danger. MITE tells a story of a
young couple driven into the scientific community by their inability to naturally
conceive. Once given a chance by a doctor with interests in a new form of
surveillance, their fears of the world around them leads the young parents to
enroll in his program; a decision that will change their lives and the life of their
daughter. Spinning out of control, Allen begins a drunken overprotective
surveillance over the course of his daughter's adolescence. As tragic events
unfold, he is driven into an alcohol-induced madness which sends his daughter
seeking freedom from his parental control. Soon, an overlooked stipulation in the
contract between him and the doctor shifts Kailey from a patient to prey as the
misguided program seeks to tie up loose ends. Now Kailey finds herself part of a
hidden resistance of like-fated former patients coping with a life of lies and the
reality of being hunted and their only option; to fight back.
Raise your children in a bilingual fashion with this dual language coloring book.
Let your child travel through the exciting journey of Gulliver while learning two
languages at the same time. This coloring book is a must for those wanting to
raise their children in a bilingual fashion.
This book challenges the unacceptable gap between the positive rules of the
international law governing armed hostilities and actual state practice. It
discusses reducing the human suffering caused by this reality. The current law
does not seem to be optimal in balancing the different interests of states'
militaries and the humanitarian agenda. In response to this challenge, this book
offers a new paradigm based on reality that may elevate the humanitarian
threshold by replacing the currently problematic imperatives imposed upon
militaries with professionally-based, therefore attainable, requirements. The aims
of the suggested paradigm are to create an environment in which full abidance by
the law becomes a realistic norm, thus facilitating a second, more important aim
of reducing human suffering. Militaries function in a professional manner; they
develop and respect their doctrine, operational principles, fighting techniques and
values. Their performances are not random or incidental. The suggested
paradigm calls for leveraging the constraining elements that are latent in military
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professionalism. Talking professional language and adopting the professional
way of thinking that underlies militaries' conduct makes it possible to identify and
focus upon the core interests of a military in any given lawful war - those that
ought to be taken into consideration - alongside those that can be sacrificed for
the sake of the humanitarian concerns, while still allowing the military mission to
be achieved. Indeed, leveraging professional standards and norms would
establish a reasonable modus vivendi for a military, while allowing substantial
new space for the humanitarian mission of the law.
A fundamental paradigm shift has occurred in marketing and branding. Today the
most successful CEOs, executives, entrepreneurs and enterprises set their sites
on developing a long-term platform instead of a short-term strategy that supports
and builds buzz for their personal or business brand. That’s really the key to the
new business mindset — the recognition that branding and marketing are an
ongoing, steady stream of small efforts, not a series of gigantic pushes. Social
media, blogging and other business development activities — both online and off —
are about the persistent, ongoing process of building a platform, creating
credibility and increasing the number of people that you funnel into your potential
client and network pipeline. Converting those people into clients or fans may take
a month, a year or two years, but the new mindset leads you to strategies that
will keep that pipeline full. In short, you need to start a bunch of small fires to
keep your brand burning hot. How can today’s CEOs, executives and
entrepreneurs keep these fires going and powerfully get their messages across,
motivate others to action and be authentic — all while simultaneously shepherding
initiatives from creation to implementation in high-demand markets? CEO,
executive and team branding are key factors that enable effective leaders to
achieve peak performance, gain greater influence in their industries and generate
increased engagement within their companies. By creating a brand (business or
personal) by design instead of default, leaders and companies bring their brand
promise into every interaction across the board. A personal, team or business
brand is not just a single statement or a clever quip but a multilayered, congruent
narrative told across multiple channels — online and off — within the organization
and to the business community at large. The power is in knowing how to tell the
story. The book will introduce CEOs and executives in Fortune 500 companies
and entrepreneurs in SMBs to the SMG Brand Mapping Process©, a process that
will guide them in creating personal, team and business brands that work in
harmony and parallel with each other.
If you spent hours, months, even years of your life playing Championship Manager and/or
Football Manager, then this book is for you! Johnny Cooper - Championship Manager is a
totally made up diary of Mansfield Town FC's 99/00 season, using the legendary computer
game, Championship Manager, to dictate the events. Can Johnny, in his first managerial role,
lead the Town to promotion in his first season? Sit back and let him guide you through the ups
and downs, the highs and lows, the believable and the totally unbelievable of the 1999/2000
season according to Championship Manager.
You have found the key to the secret garden, now open the gates and marvel at the
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uniqueness of each plant and flower petal! Shower these flowers with colors and try to
understand how individual lines and forms create unique patterns that deserve your focus and
attention. So what are you waiting for? Secure a copy of this coloring book today!
Field Manual (FM) 3-34.400, "General Engineering," is the primary implementing manual for
the engineer function that bears its name (the others being combat and geospatial
engineering). This manual provides general engineering (GE) doctrine for the United States
(U.S.) Army and U.S. Marine Corps. As the implementing manual for the engineer function of
general engineering (GE), FM 3-34.400 describes the operational environment (OE) and how
to apply and integrate GE principles in support of full spectrum operations and the linkage of
GE to assured mobility. This FM focuses on the establishment and maintenance of lines of
communications (LOCs) and sustainment operations that support operational requirements
throughout the area of operations (AO). FM 3-34.400 is designed primarily to assist Army
engineers at all echelons in planning and coordinating GE operations at the strategic,
operational, and tactical levels. It is also a resource applicable to Department of Defense
(DOD), joint, and other Army organizations and agencies that have a role in supporting,
establishing, and/or maintaining the infrastructure required to conduct and sustain military
operations. It is the primary manual to define the engineer function of GE. FM 3-34.400 is
applicable across full spectrum operations. This includes the four types of Army operations
(offense, defense, stability, and/or civil support) across the spectrum of conflict (peace, crisis,
and war). This FM recognizes the need for joint interdependence and the reality that
operations will frequently be performed in a joint, interagency, and multinational environment.
Since 20 December 2001 - the date which marked the authorization of the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) to assist the Afghan Government - hundreds of thousands of
coalition soldiers from around 50 different states have physically been and served in
Afghanistan. Roughly 20 rotation periods have been experienced; billions of US dollars have
been spent; and almost 3,500 coalition soldiers and 7,400 Afghani security personnel have
fallen for Afghanistan. In this badly-managed success story, the true determiner of both tactical
outcomes on the ground and strategic results was always the tribal and rural parts of Muslim-
populated Afghanistan. Although there has emerged a vast literature on counterinsurgency
theories and tactics, we still lack reliable information about the motivations and aspirations of
the residents of Tribalised Rural Muslim Environments (TRMEs) that make up most of
Afghanistan. The aim of this book is to describe some on-the-ground problems of
counterinsurgency (COIN) efforts in TRMEs - specifically in rural Afghanistan - and then to
propose how these efforts might be improved. Along the way, it will be necessary to challenge
many current assumptions about the conduct of counterinsurgency in Afghanistan. Most
generally, the book will show how counterinsurgency succeeds or fails at the local level (at the
level of tactical decisions by small-unit leaders) and that these decisions cannot be successful
without understanding the culture and perspective of those who live in TRMEs. Although
engaging issues of culture, the author is not an anthropologist or an academic of any kind. He
is a Muslim who spent his childhood in a TRME - a remote village in Turkey - and he offers his
observations on the basis of 15 years' worth of field experience as a Turkish Special Forces
officer serving in rural Iraq, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Afghanistan. Cultures in these
areas are not the same, but there are sufficient similarities to suggest some overall
characteristics of TRMEs and some general problems of COIN efforts in these environments.
In summary, this book not only challenges some of the fundamentals of traditional
counterinsurgency wisdom and emphasizes the importance of the tactical level - a rarely-
studied field from the COIN perspective - but also blends the firsthand field experiences of the
author with deep analyses. In this sense, it is not solely an autobiography, but something much
more.
The book examines gender roles, gender inequity, and the real-world impacts of both
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unintentional and purposeful efforts to undermine women's equal treatment in the United
States, documenting what women have faced in the past and still face living in America today.
• Demonstrates how existing cultural roles and historical context in the United States are
sufficient to result in gender-based inequality even without the purposeful, direct efforts to
undermine women's equal treatment • Covers many different aspects of inequality, both
obvious and subtle, such as occupational sex segregation; workplace harassment; gender bias
in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education; reproductive rights and
health of women; the glass ceiling and glass cliff; intimate partner violence; and sexual
violence • Illuminates the multilayered nature of gender inequality to inform a multifaceted
approach to dealing with it on a governmental (societal) level and on an individual level
Inside Defense brings together scholars, policy experts and practitioners to provide a
comprehensive view of the U.S. military to understand the military's role in international politics
and its relationship with domestic institutions and society.
Wings of Change is the story of how the world's biggest energy drinks company made its mark
in football. After years of success in beverages and extreme sports, Red Bull took over their
local club, SV Austria Salzburg, controversially changing its name, crest, colors, and history.
While Red Bull were going strong, they faced a backlash from supporters who claimed they
were damaging the integrity of the sport. Angry displays were seen at the ground and fans
formed a phoenix club to honor the history of their former team. Similar projects soon followed
in New York, Leipzig, S&ão Paulo, and Sogakope and again provoked hostility. Within a few
years, Red Bull had captured the attention of the footballing world, developing an exciting line
of talent across the globe. Now an established force in football, Red Bull's two most successful
teams, RB Salzburg and RB Leipzig, are more prominent than ever. This book reveals how
Red Bull changed the game, exploring their successes, controversies, and innovations.
This book examines the sports industry as a broad business and economic
sector with an enormous influence on regional economic development. Covering
topics such as sports economics, financing sports organizations, sustainability
management in sports, sports tourism and doping among athletes, this book
provides a timely collection of research and best practices in the areas of sports
management and policy. Sports activity is a rapidly growing and evolving
industry, offering numerous business opportunities--from the manufacturing of
sporting equipment and activity at gyms and sports centers to revenue from
sporting events and sport tourism. In order for the varied businesses across the
sport industry, whether public or private, to be successful, proper management
strategies and policies must be in place. This includes the knowledge of the
industry, strategic planning, sector analysis, quality management and sustainable
(economic and environmental) use of resources. Featuring case examples from
several countries, including Spain, Turkey, Uruguay, Portugal, and Italy, this
volume provides international perspectives on a wide spectrum of managerial
issues across this dynamic industry.
Engineering education methods and standards are important features of
engineering programs that should be carefully designed both to provide students
and stakeholders with valuable, active, integrated learning experiences, and to
provide a vehicle for assessing program outcomes. With the driving force of the
globalization of the engineering profession, standards should be developed for
mutual recognition of engineering education across the world, but it is proving
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difficult to achieve. The Handbook of Research on Engineering Education in a
Global Context provides innovative insights into the importance of quality training
and preparation for engineering students. It explores the common and current
problems encountered in areas such as quality and standards, management
information systems, innovation and enhanced learning technologies in
education, as well as the challenges of employability, entrepreneurship, and
diversity. This publication is vital reference source for science and engineering
educators, engineering professionals, and educational administrators interested
in topics centered on the education of students in the field of engineering.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Contents: (1)
Recent Developments: Parliamentary Elections 2009; Lebanon and Israel;
Cluster-Bomb Coordinates; Arrests of Alleged Israeli Intelligence Agents; Hariri
Tribunal; (2) U.S. Policy Toward Lebanon; (3) Political Profile: Demography; Civil
War, Occupation, and Taif Reform; Syrian and Israeli Incursions; Taif Agreement;
Syrian Withdrawal and Parliamentary Elections of 2005; U.N. Resolutions and
the Tribunal; Sectarianism and Stability; Political Stalemate; Renewed Sectarian
Violence; Doha Agreement; Unity Gov¿t.; (4) Current Issues in U.S.-Lebanon
Relations: Confronting Hezbollah; Hezbollah¿s Al Manar TV; Lebanon-Syria
Relations; The Shib¿a Farms; Extremist Groups in Lebanon; The Lebanese
Armed Forces; (5) U.S. Assistance.
Life in lower class as offspring of a notorious thief was simple for the Quartar
daughters until accidental mishaps with the other classes of society turn their dirt
poor lives around for worse and better. Eight young women are taken from the
slums into the high class world they never understood only at first to find betrayal,
suffering, scandal, revenge and corruption. Then, before they know it they are
wrapped in the grandest scandal their country of Galli has ever seen. The
kingdom of Cretaine is trying to overthrow the corrupted kingdom of Galli. The
Quartar family must betray their world in order to save Galli from a brutal civil
war.
This book is designed to help the reader better understand the conduct of war by
focusing on the 'how' not the 'why' of warfare. It examines a number of crucial
dimensions of contemporary armed conflict such as: the strategies, operations,
tactics, doctrines and weapons of conventional and low-intensity war; military
geography; the cultural underpinnings of strategies and tactics; arms resupply,
security assistance, and foreign intervention.
In this revised and expanded edition of Bloodball, J. G. Van Tine probes the mind-
set that dominates media sport. By uncovering covert games, tactics and payoffs,
he redefines the hero worship that vaunts a tiny minority while luring the majority
into conflicted passivity. As the sporting audience rarely glimpses those who run
the corporations and own the teams, Bloodball attempts to ease this relation by
revealing how and why the media disguise corporate control and power plays,
among them the History Fob, Getting Wa-Wa, Branding, and Your Heart Belongs
to Daddy.
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There were no marching bands welcoming home returning troops from Vietnam,
no ticker-tape parades for its heroes and no celebrations in Time Square.
Instead, returning Vets were confronted with a range of reactions, not the least of
which were indifference, silent disapproval, criticism, hostility and even contempt,
in some quarters, for their lack of cleverness in not avoiding service in a war
zone. Most returning Vietnam warriors were bewildered by the reactions of their
fellow countrymen; but, then how could they possibly comprehend the
psychological phenomenon which was only beginning to take hold and would
later be named the "Vietnam Syndrome", a phenomenon which, at its extremes,
was manifested in a revulsion to all things military? Even those who were proud
of the returning servicemen and women were hardly effusive in their praise and
greeted them with only muted enthusiasm. Most of these young veterans of an
undeclared war had been shaped and molded in their formative years by the
patriotic fervor which seized America during World War II and continued for
perhaps a decade and a half after V. J. day. But, American society had
profoundly changed in the 1960s with a shift in emphasis away from national
goals to more individual ones such as civil rights, sexual liberation, pacifism,
academic freedom, consciousness raising and a reaction against the excesses of
the "military industrial complex", ironically named by President Dwight D.
Eisenhower. The cataclysmic cultural revolution of the 1960s collided violently
with the more nationalistic goals of containing the spread of international
communism and curbing the expansionist policies of the Soviet Union and Red
China. Those who actually fought the Vietnam War became collateral victims of a
wrenching cultural war, not of their own making; for the core values of these
young men and women had, for the most part, not changed. Just as the World
War II generation was imbued with traditional values of patriotism, loyalty to one's
comrades, anti-totalitarianism and democratic freedom, most heroes of the
Vietnam War were similarly grounded. The major difference is that while the
former were celebrated, the latter were largely forgotten. Last Full Measure of
Devotion calls upon us to revisit this remarkable generation of military heroes
and, at long last, accord them the recognition withheld from them for almost four
decades. The 22 individual profiles of Vietnam heroes contained between these
covers are meant to be representative of the vast majority of Americans who
served with honor in that lonely and beleaguered country on the South China
Sea, more than thirty-five years ago.
“An outstanding work … the [soccer] book of the decade.” —Sunday Business Post
Inverting the Pyramid is a pioneering soccer book that chronicles the evolution of
soccer tactics and the lives of the itinerant coaching geniuses who have spread their
distinctive styles across the globe. Through Jonathan Wilson's brilliant historical
detective work we learn how the South Americans shrugged off the British colonial
order to add their own finesse to the game; how the Europeans harnessed individual
technique and built it into a team structure; how the game once featured five forwards
up front, while now a lone striker is not uncommon. Inverting the Pyramid provides a
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definitive understanding of the tactical genius of modern-day Barcelona, for the first
time showing how their style of play developed from Dutch “Total Football,” which itself
was an evolution of the Scottish passing game invented by Queens Park in the 1870s
and taken on by Tottenham Hotspur in the 1930s. Inverting the Pyramid has been
called the “Big Daddy” (Zonal Marking) of soccer tactics books; it is essential for any
coach, fan, player, or fantasy manager of the beautiful game
Krishnan describes military applications of neuroscience research and emerging
neurotechnology with relevance to the conduct of armed conflict and law enforcement.
This work builds upon literature by scholars such as Moreno and Giordano and fills an
existing gap, not only in terms of reviewing available and future neurotechnologies and
relevant applications, but by discussing how the military pursuit of these technologies
fits into the overall strategic context. The first to sketch future neurowarfare by looking
at its potentials as well as its inherent limitations, this book’s main theme is how
military neuroscience will enhance and possibly transform both classical psychological
operations and cyber warfare. Its core argument is that nonlethal strategies and tactics
could become central to warfare in the first half of the twenty-first century. This creates
both humanitarian opportunities in making war less bloody and burdensome as well as
some unprecedented threats and dangers in terms of preserving freedom of thought
and will in a coming age where minds can be manipulated with great precision.
Broadcasting touches almost every person in the United States every day. But like the
air we breathe, we seldom give it a second thought. Towers in the Sand is the only
comprehensive history of Florida's broadcasting industry, 1922-2016, the people who
brought the stations to life, and the events that saw the state grow from boom to bust
and back again to now the nation's third most populous. Over a decade in the making
and fully referenced and indexed, Towers in the Sand tells stories from over eighty
Florida broadcasting pioneers and current leaders, from the Keys to the Panhandle. A
celebration of broadcasting's proudest moments through hard-hitting journalism and
editorials, lifesaving moments through decades of hurricanes, and lighthearted
moments with favorite personalities and promotions. Towers in the Sand also laments
the loss of a national treasure as most stations were transformed from local community
partners to lines on corporate balance sheets. As broadcasting sits at the precipice of a
very uncertain future, the author hopes through this work to engage thought,
conversation, and action to ensure its continued relevance in society.
Kidnapped by the Druiks and taken to Druik Void, located in a future realm, Dr.
Elizabeth Clark is caged like an animal in a laboratory filled with humanoid specimens
from other dimensions. Seduced by two sexy shape-shifters trapped with her, she is
persuaded to escape. Will she survive the frantic journey to safety or fall prey to the
insatiable shifters?
“A prescient and important book. . . . Fascinating.”—The New York Review of Books No
single invention of the last half century has changed the way we live now as much as
the Internet. Alexander Klimburg was a member of the generation for whom it was a
utopian ideal turned reality: a place where ideas, information, and knowledge could be
shared and new freedoms found and enjoyed. Two decades later, the future isn’t so
bright any more: increasingly, the Internet is used as a weapon and a means of
domination by states eager to exploit or curtail global connectivity in order to further
their national interests. Klimburg is a leading voice in the conversation on the
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implications of this dangerous shift, and in The Darkening Web, he explains why we
underestimate the consequences of states’ ambitions to project power in cyberspace at
our peril: Not only have hacking and cyber operations fundamentally changed the
nature of political conflict—ensnaring states in a struggle to maintain a precarious peace
that could rapidly collapse into all-out war—but the rise of covert influencing and
information warfare has enabled these same global powers to create and disseminate
their own distorted versions of reality in which anything is possible. At stake are not only
our personal data or the electrical grid, but the Internet as we know it today—and with it
the very existence of open and democratic societies. Blending anecdote with argument,
Klimburg brings us face-to-face with the range of threats the struggle for cyberspace
presents, from an apocalyptic scenario of debilitated civilian infrastructure to a 1984-like
erosion of privacy and freedom of expression. Focusing on different approaches to
cyber-conflict in the US, Russia and China, he reveals the extent to which the battle for
control of the Internet is as complex and perilous as the one surrounding nuclear
weapons during the Cold War—and quite possibly as dangerous for humanity as a
whole. Authoritative, thought-provoking, and compellingly argued, The Darkening Web
makes clear that the debate about the different aspirations for cyberspace is nothing
short of a war over our global values.
This book describes issues in modeling unconventional conflict and suggests a new
way to do the modeling. It presents an ontology that describes the unconventional
conflict domain, which allows for greater ease in modeling unconventional conflict.
Supporting holistic modeling, which means that we can see the entire picture of what
needs to be modeled, the ontology allows us to make informed decisions about what to
model and what to omit. The unconventional conflict ontology also separates the things
we understand best from the things we understand least. This separation means that
we can perform verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A) more efficiently and
can describe the competence of the model more accurately. However, before this
message can be presented in its entirety the supporting body of knowledge has to be
explored. For this reason, the book offers chapters that focus on the description of
unconventional conflict and the analyses that have been performed, modeling, with a
concentration on past efforts at modeling unconventional conflict, the precursors to the
ontology, and VV&A. Unconventional conflict is a complex, messy thing. It normally
involves multiple actors, with their own conflicting agendas and differing concepts of
legitimate actions. This book will present a useful introduction for researchers and
professionals within the field.
The students in Mrs. Madoff's class share how they will celebrate Mother's Day with
their families, in the latest book from the mother-daughter team which includes
instructions for making a flower for mom from a button, paper, and a pipe cleaner.
The War on Women in the United States: Beliefs, Tactics, and the Best DefensesABC-
CLIO
Readers learn how to think analytically and make better business decisions as future
business leaders with the insights found in MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS:
APPLICATIONS, STRATEGIES AND TACTICS, 14E. This timely edition illustrates how
today’s effective managers apply economic theory and techniques to solve real-world
everyday decision problems. The seasoned author team applies their wealth of
practical business insights and economic knowledge to present a solid foundation of
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traditional microeconomic theory and extensively explore the latest analytical tools in
managerial economics. Readers study Nash equilibrium and other game-theoretic
tactics, information economics, and organizational architecture. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Grounded in experiential learning with modern cases and examples, Management
Today: Best Practices for the Modern Workplace cuts through the noise by introducing
students to evidence-based management theories, models, and strategies.
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